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Announcements

I No HW 7
I Tuesday: final review
I Exam will be open book

Popularity

How is popularity distributed? How does it arise?

Popularity

How is popularity distributed?

Extreme inbalances

I Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone: 107 million sales
I Katy Perry: 78M twitter followers
I Adele’s ‘25’: 1.11M sales in 2 weeks

Small fraction of people/things gain immense popularity. What
does distribution of “popularity” look like? How does it arise?

A Model System: Web Pages

Links to a page = votes for it’s popularity

What fraction of pages have k links?

Let f(k) = # of pages with k links. What is the form of this
function?



First Guess: Normal Distribution
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Figure 18.1: The density of values in the normal distribution.

the number of links to high-profile Web sites such as Google, Amazon, or Wikipedia. We

will refer to the full set of links pointing to a given Web page as the in-links to the page.

Thus, we will start by using the number of in-links to a Web page as a measure of the page’s

popularity; we will keep in mind, however, that this is just one example of a much broader

phenomenon.

Early in the Web’s history, people had already begun to ask a very basic version of the

page popularity question, phrased as follows:

As a function of k, what fraction of pages on the Web have k in-links?

Larger values of k indicate greater popularity, so this is precisely the question of how popu-

larity is distributed over the set of Web pages.

A Simple Hypothesis: The Normal Distribution. Before trying to resolve this ques-

tion, it’s useful to ask what we should expect the answer to be. A natural guess is the

normal, or Gaussian, distribution — the so-called “bell curve” — used widely throughout

probability and statistics. While we won’t need many details about the normal distribution

here, it’s worth recalling that it’s characterized by two quantities: a mean value, and a stan-

dard deviation around this mean. Figure 18.1 shows a plot of the density of values in the

normal distribution, scaled so that the mean is 0 and the standard deviation is 1. The basic

fact about normal distributions is that the probability of observing a value that exceeds the

mean by more than c times the standard deviation decreases exponentially in c.

The normal distribution is a natural guess in our case, since it is ubiquitous across the

natural sciences. A result from the early 1900s, the Central Limit Theorem, provides a

Central Limit Theorem: if a quantity is the result of adding many
small and independent effects, it will follow a normal distribution

Examples: test scores, plant heights

Popularity: Power Law Distribution

Do we see a normal distribution? No.

Sketch distribution on board

Power law: number of items with k “likes” proportional to 1
kr

Power Laws

Power laws are a robust natural phenomenon:

I # web pages with k links ≈ c
k2

I # books read by k people ≈ c
k3

I # of scientific papers that recieve k citations ≈ 1
k3

What explains this?

Finding Power Laws: The Log-Log Plot
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Figure 18.2: A power law distribution (such as this one for the number of Web page in-links,
from Broder et al. [80]) shows up as a straight line on a log-log plot.

in total is roughly proportional to 1/k3; and there are many related examples [10, 320].

Indeed, just as the normal distribution is widespread in a family of settings in the natural

sciences, power laws seem to dominate in cases where the quantity being measured can be

viewed as a type of popularity. Hence, if you are handed data of this sort — say, for example,

that someone gives you a table showing the number of monthly downloads for each song at

a large on-line music site that they’re hosting — one of the first things that’s worth doing

is to test whether it’s approximately a power law 1/kc for some c, and if so, to estimate the

exponent c.

There’s a simple method that provides at least a quick test for whether a dataset exhibits

a power-law distribution. Let f(k) be the fraction of items that have value k, and suppose you

want to know whether the equation f(k) = a/kc approximately holds, for some exponent

c and constant of proportionality a. Then, if we write this as f(k) = ak�c and take the

logarithms of both sides of this equation, we get

log f(k) = log a � c log k.

This says that if we have a power-law relationship, and we plot log f(k) as a function of log k,

then we should see a straight line: �c will be the slope, and log a will be the y-intercept.

Such a “log-log” plot thus provides a quick way to see if one’s data exhibits an approximate

power-law: it is easy to see if one has an approximately straight line, and one can read o↵

the exponent from the slope. For example, Figure 18.2 does this for the fraction of Web

pages with k in-links [80].

But if we are going to accept that power laws are so widespread, we also need a simple

explanation for what is causing them: just as the Central Limit Theorem gave us a very

Board work: a power law is a line with slope −r on a log-log plot

Copying and Power Laws

How do power laws arise?

Central limit theorem = many small independent effects

Popularity is not independent. Follow someone on Twitter, read a
book, watch a movie: based on what others do/recommend.

“Rich-get-richer”. How can we model this?

Rich-Get-Richer: a Simple Model

Return to web pages. Example on board

I Pages created in order 1, 2, . . . , n
I Each page creates one link
I When page j is created:

I With probability p, link to a previous page chosen uniformly
at random

I With probability 1− p, select a previous page uniformly at
random, then copy it’s link

Fact: this leads to a power law. The fraction of pages with k links
is roughly 1/kc, where c depends on p Discuss.



Power Laws and The “Long Tail”

The Long Tail: popular manifestation of the same phenomenon w/
relevance to retail and marketing

Board work

I “Head”: small number of immensely popular items
I “Tail”: huge number of less popular items (“niche”)

Discuss: * Retail strategies. “Brick and mortar” vs. online. *
Recommendation systems

You Can Find Long Tails Everywhere
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Popularity and Luck

Salgankik, Dodds, Watts 2006, Science

I Experiment setup screenshot
I Users assigned to one of 8 parallel sites w/ download counts

starting at zero
I 9th version of site: no download counts
I Final popularity varied dramatically within 8 trials
I Much more equitable in version with no download counts


